Abstract: Fusion energy development is quite successful in both getting equivalent energy break-even condition in large tokamak and clarifying many important physics in the magnetically confined plasma to proceed to a fusion experimental reactor, ITER [12]. Now, fusion research has to solve the power handling toward fusion demonstration power reactor (DEMO). A tokamak plasma with strongly negative triangularity may offer such an opportunity as an innovative concept [2]. Experimental and theoretical works at CRPP-EPFL shows promising results for negative triangularity tokamak [31]. In this paper, we review the current understanding of such configuration in both physical and technological aspects.
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transport by the H-mode operation. Lots of work have been done for this configuration to find promising solution for power and particle control.

In this paper, we give a global view of the key issue and ways to find promising solution of the power and particle control of tokamak fusion power station. Section 2 gives a comparison of fusion power handling with other energy systems. Section 3 gives an introduction to the power handling in tokamak and summary of recent findings of physics behind the power handling.

2. Power-handling Challenge in Fusion

2.1. Transient and Steady-state Heat Loads in Fusion

Any energy system has an interface between the heat source and coolants. In the fossil plants, the heat source is the chemical energy of the fuel burn and coolants are water or gas. In the light water fission reactor (LWR) plants, the heat source is the nuclear energy of the fuel fission and the coolant is the water.

Heat flux is a key parameter and Fig. 1 shows (heat flux, duration) diagram for fossil, fission and present fusion design. Existing power system such as fossil and LWR produce electrical power continuously under the maximum heat flux of $0.3 \text{MW/m}^2$ for fossil power plant and $1 \text{MW/m}^2$ for the LWR. In case of fossil power plant, burning coal, oil and natural gas is relatively easy but the maximum heat flux is kept low to ensure high reliability and also high temperature operation using the high temperature gas cooling even with lower heat extraction capability of the gas. In case of LWR, fuel rods are distributed volumetrically and the total surface area is in proportion to the volume giving surface to volume ratio quite high.

*Figure 1.* Heat flux as a function of duration in Fossil power plant, Light Water Reactor, and Fusion System. Fusion system has two types of heat loads, in steady and in transient. For comparison, radiation heat flux at the surface of the Sun is also shown. Geometries of heat exhaust in Fossil, LWR and Fusion power are shown as well.
In the case of fusion, we have two types of heat fluxes, namely the steady state heat flux $\sim 10 - 20 \text{MW/m}^2$ and also the transient heat flux $1 - 7 \text{MJ/m}^2/\text{ELM}$ assuming heat exhaust area of $3 \text{m}^2$ for the ELM. Here ELM is the abrupt energy release process triggered by the MHD instability, called the 'Edge Localized Mode'. Since most likely ELM energy loss is $7 \text{MJ/m}^2$ in ITER, the suppression of this ELM energy loss is now one of major research elements in the world tokamak program targeting to reduce to $0.5 \text{MW/J}$. Order of magnitude reduction in ELM energy loss is a big challenge but it is still for $\sim 300$ full power discharges in ITER [3]. Suppression methods include the application of non-axisymmetric magnetic field called Resonant Magnetic Perturbation (RMP) [32] to make the edge magnetic fields partially ergodic and/or the high repetition injection of the hydrogen ice pellet [37] for pace making of transient energy loss from the edge plasma.

2.2. Divertor Concept in Tokamak

Fusion research is focused on D-T fusion reaction, where only 20% of the fusion power comes as 'HEAT', while 80% is carried by the 14MeV neutrons. Neutrons has large stopping range and the energy can be deposited volumetrically. Therefore D-T fusion should be much easier on the power handling than non neutron producing fusion reaction such as $D - He^3$ reaction.

Figure 2. a) Tokamak flux surface and the Divertor Geometry. b) SOL/divertor density contour plot for SSTR (attached divertor) [54]. The particle flux across the separatrix is $\Gamma_p = 2.5 \times 10^{23}/s$ assuming $\tau_p = 0.5s$, while $\tau_E = 1.4$. Bohm diffusion $D = D_B$ and $\chi_e = \chi_i = 2D_B$ are assumed for the SOL transport coefficients. To achieve dense and cold divertor plasma, intensive deuterium and impurity gas puffs are necessary near the inboard divertor ($\Gamma_{in} = 3\Gamma_p, \Gamma_{imp} = 0.015\Gamma_p$) and the outboard divertor ($\Gamma_{out} = 4\Gamma_p, \Gamma_{imp} = 0.01\Gamma_p$). c) Variation of the electron temperature ($T_e$) and the electron density ($n_e$) closest to the separatrix along the poloidal length from outer divertor plate to inner divertor plate. SOL pressure of DEMO is typically $\sim 0.1 \text{ atm.}$
Let us think of SSTR [56] as a typical example of the tokamak fusion reactor. The surface area of the first wall is $700m^2$ in SSTR for the fusion power of $3GW$ of which $600MW$ is $\alpha$ heating power and the external heating and current drive power of $60MW$. Simple calculation is,

$$q_{\text{heat}} = \frac{660MW}{700m^2} = 0.94MW/m^2$$

(1)

This level of heat flux should be able to exhausted by an existing heat engineering technology. But the situation is not so simple because of the localization of the heat.

The heat flux across the separatrix follows the open field line to the diverter plate and the effective width for the peak heat flux is relatively narrow of the order of $\sim 1cm$ even for the L-mode. The target heat flux width may be limited to 10cm the even if we have a flux expansion from the mid plane to the diverter plate ($\times 3$) and target inclination $1/sin\theta \sim 3.3$. The heat flux becomes very high if there is no radiative cooling.

$$q_{\text{heat}} = \frac{660MW}{2\pi \times 7m \times (2 \times 0.1m)} = 75MW/m^2$$

(2)

This level of heat flux is comparable to the radiation heat flux of the Sun at its surface. The surface temperature of the Sun is $T_{\text{eff}} \sim 5778 \pm 3K$. Using the Stephan-Boltzmann law $q = \sigma T^4$ where $\sigma = 5.67 \times 10^{-8}W/m^2/K^4$, we have radiation heat flux at the surface of the Sun as $q_{\text{Sun}} = 5.67 \times 10^{-8}W/m^2/(5778K)^4 = 63MW/m^2$.

Tokamak reactor configuration equips with the nested flux surface in which high temperature core plasma ($T > 20keV, n_e > 10^{20}m^{-3}$) is confined and the outermost closed flux surface is called the separatrix having $X$ point. The outside of the separatrix called SOL (Scrape-Off Layer) is not closed having open field line to the divertor plate as shown in Fig 2 a) to separate the high temperature plasma from the wall, which is sometimes called the magnetic limiter. This diverter concept is also effective to reduce the impurity influx to the high temperature core plasma originated from the divertor plate.

While high temperature core plasma is separated from the material surface, there exists high density plasma in the SOL and near the divertor plate. Fig2 b) shows a typical calculation for attached plasma for SSTR (Note that outer divertor target geometry is not good for particle compression and Slim-CS divertor [6] is better). The density near the divertor plate is much higher than that in the plasma center ($n_{\text{div}} \sim 10^{22}m^{-3}$) as seen in Fig.2 c). Actually, recent design of Slim-CS divertor [6] shows that the plasma density near the target plate is $n_{\text{div}} \sim 10^{22}m^{-3}$ to achieve nearly detached plasma. All these divertor plasma control needs sophisticated fuel and impurity gas puffing simultaneously to reduce heat flux $q_{\text{div}} \sim 10MW/m^2$ and plasma ion and electron temperatures under the steady state condition. The stability of the detached plasma is of significant importance.

The electron energy balance in SOL is governed by the balance between the perpendicular thermal conduction and the parallel Spitzer conduction. In principle, it is possible to reduce SOL $T_e$ through impurity radiation control. Ion temperature in SOL, however, is higher than the electron temperature and not possible to reduce through radiation. Thus the ion heat flow can make a significant contribution to the heat flux to the divertor.

The previous assessment of the power handling in ITER [27] estimates the power e-folding length $\lambda_q$ at the outboard mid-plane scrape-off layer (Fig.3 a)) as $\lambda_q = 5mm$. Recent paper by Goldston [9]
showed a model of the power e-folding length in the scrape-off layer (SOL) \( \lambda_q \sim 2(a_p/R_p)\rho_{pi} \) and has no size dependence, where \( \rho_{pi} \) is the poloidal ion gyro radius. It predicts \( \lambda_q = 1 - 2\text{mm} \) for the ITER. This scaling has been confirmed experimentally \([14]\). There are two key physics for such a narrow heat channel width, one of which is the reduced particle flux in the H-mode to the neoclassical drift flux \([9]\) and the other is a very strong parallel flow speed \( u_\parallel \sim 0.5C_s \), where \( C_s \) is a sound speed.

**Figure 3.** a) ITER divertor configuration and SOL flux lines \([42]\). b) Tokamak geometry with neoclassical toroidal drift speed \( v_d \) and the return parallel flow \( u_\parallel \) in the SOL \([9]\).

2.3. Narrow Heat Channel in the H-mode SOL

The SOL-divertor simulation for the fusion reactor has been done using the SOL fluid model \([55]\). The SOL fluid model do not reproduce experimentally measured large SOL flow speed \( (u_\parallel \sim 0.5C_s) \), which is thought to be a mystery until quite recently\([30]\).

Takizuka \([21]\), \([15]\) showed by the particle simulation that the parallel convective heat flux could be enhanced by the SOL flow acceleration due to the ion orbit excursion across the separatrix up to \( u_\parallel \sim 0.5C_s \). Fig.4 a) shows a schematic view of the flow pattern in tokamak in the case of ion \( \nabla B \) drift away from the X point. Due to conservation of canonical angular momentum, both the trapped and the passing ions have radial excursion. Both co-passing and trapped ions cross the separatrix from the core at the low field side (larger \( R \)), have a velocity co to the plasma current, i.e. \( u_\parallel > 0 \). These ions kick the SOL ions to have high flow speed parallel to the plasma current. On the other hand, the drift orbit of the counter passing ions shifts to the high field side and the counter passing ions kick the SOL ions to the counter direction (to the plasma current) to the order of \( 0.5C_s \). Such behavior is confirmed in the PARASOL simulation (Fig.4 b)).

The SOL-divertor fluid modeling has to include finite orbiting effect as well as transport coefficients valid for collision less regime not based on Braginskii fluid mode such as thermal force.
Figure 4. a) Schematic view of the particle drift orbit shapes, $\nabla B$ drift (red arrow) and the SOL return flow (green arrow). b) Particle simulation of SOL flow in a tokamak by PARASOL code [15]. Both for a case of ion $\nabla B$ drift away from X point.

In good H-mode, it is shown that the particle flux across the separatrix is close to the neoclassical drift flux [9]. While the ion vertical drift motion supplies particles to the SOL across the separatrix, they are transfer back to the bottom by the parallel flow along the $B$ field line in the SOL. While the ion parallel heat flow is dominated by the ion convection, the electron parallel heat flow might be dominated by the Spitzer heat conduction. Since $T_i > T_e$ in the SOL, heat flux is dominated by the ion convective flux. Ion continuity equation can be given by $l_\parallel \langle V_d \rangle = \lambda_q u_\parallel$. Using $l_\parallel = Rq$, $\langle V_d \rangle = 2T/ZeRB$, and $u_\parallel = 0.5C_s$, we have $\lambda_q \sim (a/R) \rho_{pi}$, where $\rho_{pi}$ is ion poloidal gyro-radius [9]. This scaling has been confirmed experimentally [14] predicting $\lambda_{q_{ITER}} \sim 1$ mm.

These modeling and experimental researches showed that the heat flux mitigation is a critical issue more than expected before.

2.4. ELM Heat load by High Edge Pedestal

Another key element in tokamak power handling is the transient heat flux due to ELM (type I ELM) as discussed in section 2. Fig 5 a) shows how such a transient heat flux come from the main plasma. This ELM energy loss $\Delta W_{ELM}$ over the pedestal plasma stored energy (energy between green and red line in Fig 5 b)) depends on the edge collisionality $\nu^*$ as given by Loarte in 2003 [38]. If $\Delta W_{ELM}/W_{ped} = 0.2$ happens for the ITER, $\Delta W_{ELM} \sim 21MJ$ is expected for $W_{ped} = 0.3W_{th}$, $W_{th} = 350MJ$ in ITER. The effect of this ELM energy loss can be imagined since this energy loss is comparable to the total plasma energy of large tokamaks[33]. For a ELM interaction surface area $3m^2$, ITER ELM energy density is $\sim 7MJ/m^2$. Such a high transient energy deposition is quite damaging for divertor plate and reduction of ELM energy loss to $\sim 0.5MJ/m^2$ is envisaged to reach $\sim 300$ full power discharges having $\sim 10^5$ ELMs within a divertor lifetime [3]. This requires 14 times reduction.
Assuming ELM frequency $\sim 1\text{Hz}$, DEMO operating for 300 days has 25,920,000 ELMs. Development of DEMO relevant ELM mitigation techniques is still a horizon after the ITER success.

The increase of ELM energy loss at low collisionality is attributed to the increase of the edge bootstrap current illustrated in Fig5 c). The increase of the surface current (i.e. edge bootstrap current) destabilize lower $n$ (toroidal mode number) peeling eigenmode, which has larger radial extent [22]. Mitigation of ELM strength becomes essential for ITER and especially for future DEMO reactor, which necessarily operates high duty factor to effectively breed tritium.

As possible countermeasures to mitigate ELM strength, both Resonant Magnetic Perturbation (RMP) [32] and the pellet pace making [37] are actively pursued and are successful. However, application of RMP to divertor tokamak produces new magnetic field structure called ”lobe” near the separatrix [23],[18], well-known in Dynamical System as ”Homoclinic Tangle” originating from H. Poincare. This gives rise to an enhanced non-axisymmetric field perturbation near the X-point. These may be temporary measures for ITER but applicability to DEMO and beyond is still an open question.

We have some softer ELM activities such as type-III ELM [51], grassy ELM [45], type-II ELM [44], QH-mode [43]. Hastie [39] developed non-ideal effect not only $\omega_*$ effect but also ion sound wave and is used to explain small ELM in JT-60U [10]. If we want to keep our plasma to exhibit small ELM, we have to design the plasma shaping to keep high $n$ ballooning mode as most unstable mode. Once we stabilize high $n$ ballooning mode by entering the second stability, we can expect high $\beta_N$ but also inevitably have type-I ELM, i.e., low $n$ peeling-balooning modes.

**Figure 5.** a) Schematic diagram of ELM energy loss. High edge beta limit in D-shaped plasma and edge transport barrier formation by the H mode give rise to the much higher plasma pressure than the L mode. High pedestal pressure gradient destabilize MHD instability and large loss of the plasma energy shown by the black arrow. b) $\Delta W_{ELM}/W_{ped}$ as a function of edge collisionality summarized by Loarte [38]. As edge collisionality reduces, $\Delta W_{ELM}/W_{ped}$ becomes large and $\Delta W_{ELM}/W_{ped} \sim 0.2$ may be possible at ITER collisionality. c) H-mode has steep pressure gradient near the edge and the edge bootstrap current increases with reduced edge collisionality. This surface current excites lower $n$ peeling modes having wider radial mode width.
3. Lessons for Fusion Reactor Design Philosophy

We can identify many key questions and elements for fusion reactor design philosophy from our experiences described above.

3.1 Particle out flux: If we use Goldston scaling of H-mode particle flux \( \Gamma_H = 4\pi an_{sep}T_{sep}/B \), we have \( \Gamma_H = 2.8 \times 10^{22}/s \) for \( a = 1.7m, n_{sep} = 7 \times 10^{19}/m^3, T_{sep} = 300eV, B = 7T \). This is order of magnitude smaller than the assumed value for SSTR. While ELM provides large particle out flux to compensate this drawback, next generation ELM is now too strong.

3.2 High edge pedestal: High edge pedestal is achieved through strong shaping (high elongation \( \kappa \) and high triangularity \( \delta \)). These shaping leads to the stabilization of the high \( n \) ballooning modes through access to the second stability regime and the most unstable mode becomes low \( n \) peeling/ballooning modes, which is the main cause of type-I ELM energy loss. For the reliable reactor operation, so-called soft-beta limit is highly desirable. Can we realize plasma configuration having such a soft beta limit with acceptable beta limit.

These two questions leads to a fundamental question to our choice of the confinement geometry:

Is D-shaped H-mode optimum choice? : Strongly D-shaped H-mode plasma is our choice for ITER and beyond. D-shaped configuration gives \( R_{div} \ll R_p \), which makes power handling more challenging. Is D-shaped H-mode choice optimum for fusion power system, if the power handling is so important to solve? Radical question may be ”Shall we stay at L-mode edge?” or ”Shall we kill H-mode and seek for different improved confinement mechanism?”.

General question to the design philosophy of tokamak fusion system is :

Core the first or power handling first? : Theory and experiments in tokamak research made a significant progress in understanding and confirming superiority of D-shaped H-mode scenario as a promising scenario to reach technical mission for ITER. But this configuration is optimization for the core confinement but has many drawbacks for the power handling, namely core the first design choice for the fusion power system. If we understand power handling is so critical for the success of fusion energy, shall we take a design philosophy of power handling the first?

Another interesting physics question is :

3.3 Fast SOL flow: Narrow heat channel width comes from fast SOL flow \( u_\parallel \sim 0.5c_s \) implied from new Goldston scaling. Is this coming from neoclassical orbiting effect? If so, can we find any confinement geometry which can reduce this SOL flow.

Above questions may ask us to explore wider design approach to fusion system based on power handling the first for the tokamak configuration design in addition to the standard D-shaped H-mode scenario. We illustrate negative triangularity-shaped tokamak as an example for such a design.
4. The Negative Triangularity-shaped Tokamak

To reconcile a challenging situation given in section 2, we may need larger reduction in the heat flux compared with the standard D shaped X-point divertor tokamak. We propose a tokamak configuration with a strongly negative triangularity as a possible operating scenario [2].

Standard tokamak reactor design such as SSTR [56] utilizes above mentioned ’ core-the-first ’ design philosophy, which leads to an excessive heat flux without any control of heat flux to ∼ 70 MW/m² close to the radiation heat flux at the surface of the Sun. Even if we use a sophisticated radiative cooling scheme in the core and the edge, we have typical heat flux ∼ 10 MW/m² [55]. Since the maximum heat fluxes for conventional power plants are ∼ 0.3 MW/m² for the fired plant and ∼ 1 MW/m² for the fission plant, such high steady state heat flux casts a question of the operational reliability of the fusion power station even if a plasma facing component to withstand such a high heat flux is developed. While we have made significant effort to realize such a divertor control during last two decades, we still do not have a good success with standard ’ core-the-first design ’.

The use of snowflake (SF-divertor) is proposed to expand the heat flux width larger than standard D shaped tokamak by a factor of $F = 1.5 - 3$ by Ryutov [29],[24] but this configuration requires too much PF coil currents for the standard D shaped tokamak reactor. Recent studies by Asakura [7] shows that internal poloidal field coils are necessary to realize the snowflake configuration and the required Ampere turn is > 100MAT for a plasma current of 16.7MA.

The strongly D shaped plasma leads to the divertor position to have smaller major radius than the plasma major radius, $R_{div} < R_p$, and the heat flux at the divertor plates is apt to enlarge. Accordingly, some countermeasures to reduce the transient and steady divertor heat loads in a tokamak reactor should be adopted such as the resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP) [32] and the pellet pace-making [37] for the ELM and the enhanced radiative-cooling in the core and the edge plasmas.

Configuration: Let us consider three geometries shown in Fig. 6 with a positive triangularity ($\delta = 0.8$) single null (SN) (Fig.2a)) and a negative triangularity ($\delta = -0.8$) SN with SF-divertor( Fig.2b)) and a negative triangularity ($\delta = -0.9$) double null (DN) (Fig.2c)). We consider a typical example at $R_p = 7m$, $A = R_p/a_p = 2.6$. With positive triangularity, we have $R_{div}^{\delta>0} = 4.0m$. On the other hand, we have $R_{div}^{\delta<0} = 10.0m$.

Since the power handling area for the divertor $S_{div} \sim 2\pi R_{div}(F\Delta)$, where $\Delta$ is effective width of the heat flux at the divertor plate for a standard X-point configuration including effect of inclination of the divertor target. $F$ is the enhancement factor due to the SF flux expansion. Since $R_{div}^{\delta<0}/R_{div}^{\delta>0} = 2.5$ and $F = 1.5 - 3$ is expected [24], negative triangularity SF-divertor tokamak may have effective area enhancement 4 – 7 over the standard D-shaped tokamak. If such an enhancement factor is realized, the solution to the power handling in the tokamak reactor may be technically more feasible by changing the uncontrolled heat flux from 70 MW/m² to ∼ 10 MW/m². To achieve uncontrolled heat flux $q_{div} \sim 10 MW$ at $R_{div} = 10m$, we have to have heat flux width $F\Delta \sim 0.5m$.

Negative triangularity DN may also have such an enhancement factor but has issues related to the axisymmetric instability and the reduction of the tritium breeding ratio (TBR) due to the reduction of the coverage of the blanket, while there are some merits for Fig6 c).
**Figure 6.** Equilibrium configurations and SOL flow patterns for a) Standard D shaped Tokamak, b) Negative triangularity SF-divertor Tokamak, and c) Negative triangularity DN Tokamak ($\nabla B$ drift away from X-point for SN cases).

**SOL flow physics of Negative Triangularity:**

While we expect strong SOL flow in the standard D-shaped plasma, the SOL flow patterns may be different among 3 cases in Fig.6. In case of Fig 6 b) and c), SOL flow acceleration in the inboard side due to the counter passing ions is expected and the SOL ions will be pushed toward the lower divertor, while SOL flow acceleration may be smaller in the outboard side since the flux surface is almost vertical and the trapped particle may have little radial excursion.

**Figure 7.** SOL flow pattern of negative triangularity snowflake single-null divertor plasma for a) $\nabla B$ away from X-point and b) toward X-point.

The structure of the SOL flow in the negative triangularity single null snowflake divertor may have a big difference for $\nabla B$ drift away from X-point and toward X-point as shown in Fig.7. In case of $\nabla B$ drift away from X-point, neoclassical acceleration of SOL flow directs to the X-point as shown in Fig.7.
while it is opposite in case of $\nabla B$ toward X-point. Moreover, in case of $\nabla B$ toward X-point, the trapped ion orbit may have some loss orbit to make plasma negatively charged leading to the counter toroidal rotation without any external momentum sources.

**Confinement Physics of Negative Triangularity:**

The trapped electron mode (TEM) is one of important candidates of the turbulent transport in tokamak, for example by Kadomtsev [62] and recent experiments [35], [1] show TEM plays an important role in turbulent transport. The TEM growth is influenced by the mode resonance with the precession drift since perturbed distribution function $g_e \sim 1/(\omega - \omega_{De})$.

**Figure 8.** a) Trapped particle precession drift in toroidal direction from Kadomtsev[62]. b) Linear growth rate of TEM as a function of triangularity $\Delta$ from Rewoldt [58]. c) Normalized trapped particle toroidal drift as a function of bounce angle $\theta_b$ for $s = 0.25, q = 1$ from Connor [57].

Finite beta drift reversal effect is first pointed out by Rosenbluth [61] and Connor [57] showed that large Shafranov shift can change the direction of the trapped particle precession drift and hence can affect the stability of TEM. Rewoldt [58] showed that the normalized linear growth rate of TEM, $\gamma/\omega_{ke}$ is reduced by shaping the plasma to have negative triangularity through the change in the precession drift resonance. Effect of negative shear on precession drift and TEM is shown by Kadomtsev [63] and has been discussed related to negative shear core improved confinement (ERS) in TFTR by Beer [50] and also discussed related to advanced tokamak scenario by Kessel [53].

TCV (Tokamak a configuration variable) is a flexible research tokamak of the Ecole polytechnique federale de Lausanne with the plasma major radius $R_p = 0.88m$ and the plasma current up to $1.2MA$ [49], [25].

A comparative study of positive and negative triangular plasmas in ohmically heated plasma gives an interesting parametric dependence by Moret [48] and extensive work in ECH heated L-mode plasma in the limiter configuration clarified quite interesting differences between positive and negative triangular plasmas by Camenen [31] as shown in Fig.8. The negative triangularity Tokamak has much better confinement even under the L-mode, for example, the negative triangularity L-mode requires half a
heating power to obtain the same plasma energy of standard D-shaped L-mode. In their TEM dominant experiments, $\chi_e$ strongly depends on the effective collisionality and also on the triangularity.

**Figure 9.** a) Negative and positive triangular plasmas in TCV. b) Electron thermal diffusivity $\chi_e$ as a function of effective collision time showing significant reduction of $\chi_e$ for negative triangularity plasma at same collision time by Camenen [31].

Camenen [31] also showed that the Shafranov shift is much bigger for the negative triangularity as shown in Fig.9 a). While the global linear eigenmode analysis of TEM gives almost same linear growth rate for positive and negative triangularity, the mixing length estimate of the electron thermal diffusivity $\chi_e \sim \gamma/k_{\perp}^2$ is appreciably smaller for the negative triangularity. Cause of this improved confinement may also be related to the linear eigenmode structure of the trapped electron mode (TEM) in the negative triangularity tokamak. While the mode is radially elongated in the standard D-shaped tokamak, the mode is tilted in the poloidal direction due to strong magnetic shear. This implies the reduced step size of the turbulent transport.

**Figure 10.** a) Shafranov shifts of negative and positive triangular plasmas. b) Global linear eigen mode structures of positive and negative triangularity plasma by Camenen [31].

Sauter [5] developed a three region transport model with center, core and edge to find core to be stiff and edge to be non-stiff. He found center does not need improved confinement but core having same transport scaling $\chi_e \sim P^{0.7}$ and improved edge confinement expected from the non-linear gyrokinetic flux-tube simulation by Marinoni [20], which gives transport reduction may be limited to $r/a > 0.7$, can
explain better confinement of negative triangularity plasma. Global nonlinear gyrokinetic simulation may be important to clarify non-local effect such as $\rho^*$ effect [16] may clarify key physics behind this improved confinement.

Another important question is the effect of the negative triangularity on the zonal flow. General expression of the residual zonal flow in toroidal plasma is given by,

$$\frac{\phi_k(t \to \infty)}{\phi_k(t = 0)} = \frac{\epsilon_{pol}^{k,cl}}{\epsilon_{k,cl} + \epsilon_{k,nc}^{pol}}$$

(3)

, where $\epsilon_{pol}^{k,cl}$ and $\epsilon_{pol}^{k,nc}$ are classical and neoclassical polarization, respectively. Parametric dependence of the residual zonal flow has been evaluated by Xiao [28] and residual zonal flow increases with elongation and also triangularity but they do not calculate residual zonal flow for the negative triangularity.

**Trapped particles of Negative Triangularity:**

The trapped particles produces a lot of physical processes in tokamak. Especially, the effect of negative triangularity to the bootstrap current is important from the steady state operation of the tokamak fusion reactor [8]. The parallel viscosity coefficients are proportional to the ratio of trapped particle fraction to the passing particle fraction($\mu_j^a \sim f_t/f_c$), where:

$$f_t = 1 - \frac{3}{4} \langle B^2 \rangle \int_0^{1/B_{max}} \frac{\lambda d\lambda}{\langle \sqrt{1 - \lambda B} \rangle}$$

(4)

This trapped particle fraction depends primarily to the inverse aspect ratio $\epsilon = r/R$ but also has some dependence on triangularity as well. Sauter [47] found that $f_t$ is more relevant parameter than $\epsilon$ for the electrical conductivity and also the bootstrap coefficients, which mainly comes from the fact that $f_t$ is a function of the inverse aspect ratio $\epsilon$ and also the triangularity $\delta$. The ratio $f_t/f_c$ for negative and positive triangularity is shown in Fig11 a).

**Figure 11.** a) Trapped particle fraction as a function of $\epsilon$ for positive and negative $\delta$. b) Bootstrap current coefficient $L_{31}$ for positive and negative $\delta$ as a function of $\epsilon$. 

![Graph of trapped particle fraction and bootstrap current coefficient](image)
Thus, increased trapped particle fraction by the negative triangularity enhances the bootstrap coefficients as shown in Fig.11 b) such as $L_{31}$ and $L_{32}$ defined by:

$$\langle J_{bs}B \rangle \sim -F n_e T_a \left[ L_{31} \frac{\partial \ln n_a}{\partial \psi} + L_{32} \frac{\partial \ln T_a}{\partial \psi} \right]$$

(5)

Sauter [5] gave a simple formula of the trapped particle fraction $f_t$ including the dependence on the triangularity using $\epsilon_{eff} = 0.67(1 - 1.4|\delta|)\epsilon$ as follows,

$$f_t = 1 - \sqrt{1 - \epsilon - \epsilon_{eff} / (1 + \epsilon + 2\sqrt{\epsilon_{eff}})}$$

(6)

**EC Current Drive in Negative Triangularity:**

Development of reactor relevant current drive in tokamak is crucial to realize continuous operation of tokamak. Among various non-inductive current drivers (Electron Cyclotron (EC) system, Neutral Beam (NB) system, Lower Hybrid (LH) system, Ion cyclotron (IC) system), EC system has robust coupling property, highest transmission power density and localized heating and current drive capability for better MHD and transport controls. However, O-mode EC current drive from the low field side has lower current drive efficiency and the problem of density limit. The fundamental X-mode EC current drive from high field side has higher current drive efficiency and density range can be much wider but is not possible for standard D-shaped tokamak due to tight space constraint in the inboard side. But high field side fundamental X-mode EC current drive may be possible since we have more space to locate EC launcher in high field side in the negative triangular plasma as seen in Fig.12.

Thus, an optimization of current drive efficiency and MHD control such as NTM stabilization by the fundamental X-mode injection from high field side is crucially important.

**Figure 12.** a) EC injection geometry for negative triangularity tokamak b) CMA diagram for fundamental X-mode injection. Low field side injection faces RH cutoff and can not reach fundamental EC resonance. RH cutoff gives density limit for the 2nd harmonic EC resonance. In case of high field launch shown by the red arrow allows easy access to the fundamental resonance.
MHD Physics of Negative Triangularity:

Negative triangularity influences the behavior of sawtooth activity if there exist a region with $q < 1$. Martynov [36] investigated the variation of the sawtooth period for a wide range of triangularity showing a long sawtooth period for strongly negative triangularity, which may be related to the higher $\beta_c$ against the internal kink stability as shown in Fig.13.

**Figure 13.** a) Sawtooth period dependence on $\delta_a$, where $\delta_a = -0.6 \sim 0.3$ corresponds to $\delta_{q=1} = -0.1 \sim +0.055$. b) Contour plot of critical $\beta_c$ for the internal kink mode in $(\kappa, \delta)$ plane. From Martynov [36]

The edge MHD stability is most crucial item for the power handling in tokamak. Key design philosophy is to achieve "soft edge beta limit" instead of achieving highest possible beta for the steady state operation under the high bootstrap current fraction. This may lead to a fundamental change to the direction of the advanced tokamak research.

**Figure 14.** a) Stability diagram for Mercier and low $n$ ideal MHD modes in LHD. b) Stability diagram with experimental data from LHD. From Watanabe [34]
As we discussed in section 2.4, shape optimization tends to lead stabilization of high \( n \) modes such as ballooning modes through entering into the second stability regime. Then, the limiting edge MHD mode becomes low \( n \) peeling modes, which result in the severe ELM activity to damage the divertor plates.

If this view is correct, we have to find MHD design of tokamak edge to be limited by the high \( n \) ballooning modes or Mercier modes. The LHD experiments showed that plasma beta much above Mercier stability limit can be achieved as shown in Fig.14 [34]. This implies that we have to draw stability diagram for negative triangularity tokamak not limited by localized Mercier and ballooning limits but also the beta limit until low \((m, n)\) ideal MHD limit. Actual beta limit should be determined experimentally or through the nonlinear MHD simulation.

Medvedev made a systematic works on the MHD stability of negative triangularity tokamak in TCV [26], [19], [13]. It is shown that Mercier mode can be unstable in the core even at \( q > 1 \) for the negative triangular plasma. As for the edge MHD stability of the negative triangularity tokamak, the 2nd stability access is closed and the most unstable mode becomes \( n = \infty \) ballooning mode or Mercier mode in the pedestal region [26]. Since \( n = \infty \) ballooning mode or Mercier mode may cause a soft beta limit or grassy ELM at the pedestal region, this closure of the 2nd stability regime may be favorable for the reduction of the ELM energy loss. Actually an increased ELM frequency in the H-mode is reported by Pochelon [11].

While negative triangularity plasma has some favorable MHD property to ELM, the beta limit is relatively low at \( \beta_N \sim 2 \) and also low \( n \) and high \( n \) mode stability limits are similarly low. Further optimization of the beta limit by combination of shaping and current profile is necessary.

**Figure 15.** a) Standard D-shaped tokamak in TCV and the stability diagram. b) Negative triangularity tokamak in TCV and its stability diagram [26]
Technical Merits of Negative Triangularity:

There are some technical merits of the negative triangularity tokamak. We show obvious two merits.

1. **Lower background magnetic field for internal poloidal field coils:**

   Other reactor studies such as Slim CS for implementing snowflake divertor show it is necessary to place the snowflake shaping coils inside the toroidal field coils. Even if we can have a divertor solution without snowflake, it is also true that the internal poloidal field coil system makes divertor configuration robust against plasma perturbations. Then there is significant merit for the negative triangularity tokamak since $B_t$ is much weaker at the snowflake shaping coils, by which we may be able to use $NbTi$ superconductors for the shaping coils. At high background magnetic field, use of $Nb_3Sn$ superconductor is necessary and the wind-and-react on machine has a lot of technical issues. In case of $NbTi$, it is quite robust against bending and much suited for internal poloidal field coils.

2. **Larger pumping conductance from the divertor room:**

   In the standard D-shaped tokamak reactor design such as SSTR [56], the pumping duct design is the difficulty since thick 14MeV neutron shielding reduces the net pumping conductance from the inboard divertor room. In case of negative triangularity, the divertor room is in the outboard side, where we can have wider slot for horizontal and the vertical pumping duct. If we do not need snowflake, pumping duct design is much easier. Periodic replacement of the divertor cassette may be much easier as well.

   **Figure 16.** a) Pumping duct design of SSTR [56]. b) Geometrical merit of pumping for negative triangularity tokamak.
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